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C O N V E R S A T I O N S
I had created a rhizomic and undulating network of suitcases made of mirror of various
sizes that collect or reflect bits and pieces of information (NERIDA MATTHAEI)

Inside the process of
Nerida Matthaei,
conversing with
Emma Wilson

Hi Nerida, it was a pleasure to be
offered a small window into some
the research you have been
developing in your recent doctorate.
I particularly enjoyed the safe
containers you created for
exploration and the way you held
the space for group discussion and
reflection. Can you talk a bit about
your experience in facilitating
today’s session?
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The structure of the session appeared as a making process, in which
we engaged in a series of explorations, at each stage extracting or
distilling certain elements to inform the next, which then become a
‘something’ that we could show. Is this analogous with the way you
approach making a choreographic work?

I like that you can imagine a particular shape to represent the flow of
your process in making. I have been trying to think what would be the
shape of my making process and it makes me think of the lettuces that
popped up unexpectedly in my garden this winter, self seeded from
last year. I had wanted to plant silverbeet but the seedlings died before
I got them in the garden. I feel like much of my process comes about
from the forgotten seeds of an idea planted long ago that pop up at
random times, punctuated with moments failure which redirect direct
me in unexpected ways.
I remember you mentioning that you were researching alone for a large
part of your doctorate, I’m curious how it is for you to then share
those research questions with others? How does this sharing feed back
to inform your process of thinking and inquiring? Do certain ideas
become affirmed, or questioned for you in unexpected ways?
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Ooh I love your ‘rhizomatic and undulating network’ image! I may need
to borrow that one… Do you have any plans or ideas you want to share
of how your doctorate research might materialise out in the world in
the form of new projects, practices, or further research?
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